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About Toyo University
History
Founded in 1887

as Private Academy of Philosophy

Our educational principles
- To have one's own philosophy
- To think deeply in search of true essence
- To tackle social issues proactively

Pioneer in Distant Education
1888 - First lecture notes sent to those 
keen to learn but unable to attend classes

Pioneer in Education of Women
1916 - First private university in Japan to 
enroll female students

Key numbers
 13 faculties and 45 programs

with diverse academic disciplines 
(including humanities, social sciences, 
engineering and other major fields of 
study)

 5 campuses 
Different cities in Tokyo and its suburbs

 30,000+ students
One of the largest universities in Japan



Initiatives for SDGs Promotion
 Charter of Conduct for SDGs 

(Jun, 2021)
- Commitment by President and 

Chancellor
- 5 key components: Education, 

Research, Social and Global 
contribution, Environment, Diversity 
& Inclusion

 SDGs Promotion Center
(Oct, 2022) 

- as a initiator and supporter for 
university-wide actions

 University-wide transdisciplinary course
- All students with a variety of majors can take 

this course and add it to their graduation credits
- Hyflex style for students in different campuses

 Not “Lecture”, but “Practical Exercise”
- Along with our educational principles
- A short lecture and group discussion for a wide 

range of topics under SDGs, offered by experts
- Make specific action plans with the group

Practical Exercises of SDGs



SDGs Ambassadors

- Students and student groups 
who voluntarily undertake 
activities to promote the 
SDGs on their own initiative

- Support from the university 
for their activities

SDGs Ambassadors Toyo SDGs Ambassador 
Program for International 

Students
- For outstanding students with keen 

interests in the SDGs and related fields
- Expected to do some actions for SDGs 

by educating and leading our 
University’s communities

- Scholarship package with tuition 
waiver and accommodation, on-
campus part-time job opportunity



Thank you for your attention!!


